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WildDogs International Screendance Festival wishes to acknowledge
the lands upon which this festival is being presented.

In the spirit of respect, reciprocity and truth, we honour and acknowledge Moh’kinsstis, and the
traditional Treaty 7 territory and oral practices of the Blackfoot confederacy: Siksika, Kainai, Piikani,
as well as the Îyâxe Nakoda and Tsuut’ina nations. We acknowledge that this territory is home to
the Métis Nation of Alberta, Region 3 within the historical Northwest Métis homeland. Finally, we
acknowledge all Nations – Indigenous and non – who live, work and play on this land, and who
honour and celebrate this territory.
This sacred gathering place provides us with an opportunity to engage in and demonstrate
leadership on reconciliation. Thank you for your enthusiasm and commitment to join our team on
the lands of Treaty 7 territory.
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Program A

Startle
Ben
Memory House
Fauteuil Lit
Downriver
Unheeded
Dance, Dance, Evolution
DON’T, KISS .mov
Finding Us // Again
As it Ends, it Begins
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OFFICIAL SELECTIONS
01

Films
2021

Startle

Director: Hazel González Araya, Esteban Richmond
Production: Universidad de Costa Rica, Universidad de
las Artes (Guayaquil)
Costa Rica 2020 7’
“Starting with a Startle, a series of emotions are triggered
that lead the interpreters to ask questions and seek
answers to solve the crisis they experience. The work
confronts us with the enigmatic nature of our subjectivities
and with the forms through which we have organized our
relationship with the world.”

03

Memory House

Director: Annika Glac
Production: Elise Wilkinson, Jessica Lesosk
Australia 2021 8’
“Memory House is a collaboration with Lyndel Quick and
Blink Dance Theatre. Memory House is a short dance
theatre film exploring the physicality of memory, the body
as home, and the Jungian archetype of the house as a
metaphor for self. The body becomes a site for both
sanctuary and confinement in repeating patterns of human
behaviour. A spiralling journey through time and memory as
one woman looks back on her past to re-create her future.”

Ben

02

Director: Teresa Sala, Ilaria Vergani Bassi, Gabriel Beddoes,
Mattia Parisotto
Production: Associazione COORP
Italy 2019 8’
“Ben opens his eyes in the humid morning of a midseason. To
welcome him, still lit, the lights of the city, its traﬃc lights, the
murky river. White as an empty sheet, Ben does not know the
codes of language, much less those of the body.”

04

Fauteuil Lit

Director: Maksym Kotskyi
Production Sana Moreau
Ukraine 2021 5’
“He woke up earlier today.
Today, for the first time, he realized how annoying the light is,
and flattery and to make the bed.
A story about a spoon, a fox, and a can of milk.”
5

Films
05

Downriver

06

unheeded

Director: Andrea Boll
Production: Nico Gutmann
Switzerland 2020 10’

Director: Marie France Forcier
Production: Marie France Forcier
Canada 2021 10’

“Water - Leonardo da Vinci called it 'the blood of the
planet’. ‘Against or with the flow', ‘resistance and
devotion’ manifest as a primal instinct, as a survival
strategy.”

“A physical study on objectification theory as a framework for
understanding the experience of being a cis woman in a culture
that sexually objectifies the female body.”

07

08

Dance, Dance, Evolution

Director: Jules Rosskam
Production: Jules Roscam and Karla Huffman
United States 2019 17:40
“Dance, Dance, Evolution is a short documentary film
exploring transgender people’s relationship to dance.
Specifically, the film looks at how shifting one’s gender
might cause shifts in how one dances, whether or not one
feels comfortable dancing, and how dance may highlight an
individual’s internal experience of gendered embodiment.”

DON’T, KISS .mov

Director: Carl Olsson, Fabio Liberti
Production: Norrdans
Sweden 2020 8’
“The scene is set, familiar and unfamiliar at once. Two men
engaged in a gaze magnetic enough to lock their lips and pull
them to stand. What does this kiss serve? Is it passion,
connection, expression, obligation? Maybe it’s all of it and more,
or nothing more than touch.”
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Films
09

Finding Us // Again

Director: Leva Bračiulytė, David Comeaux
United States, 2021 10’
“Finding Us // Again explores themes of childhood
friendships, growing up, and finding each other again.”

10

As It Ends, It Begins

Director: Or Meir Schraiber, Treyden Chiaravalloti
Production: Morgaine DeLeonardis, Or Meir
Schraiber, Treyden Chiaravalloti
United States 2020 9’
“In this kinetically derived short film, a man traverses through
terrains of toxic masculinity”
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Program B

Fibonacci
It Cries Too Loudly
PLACE/is a city written on this body?
Naar het Blauw
ECCE
Je parle
The Escape
TA MARA
Navigation
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OFFICIAL SELECTIONS
01

Films
2021

Fibonacci

Director: Tomáš Hubáček
Production: Jan Macola
Czech Republic, 2020 8’
“Human flock flows through wavy fields. An unenlightened
hunter crosses its path. Environmental dance film or
audiovisual meditation on Fibonacci patterns in the
landscape, herd behavior, film structure and music.”

02

It Cries Too Loudly

Director: Dolly Sfeir
Production: Chad Austin, Abingdon Virtual Productions,
Pierre Marais
United States 2021 8’
“Devastated and powerless as she watched the 2020 Beirut
explosion and its aftermath from afar, Lebanese American
choreographer and director Dolly Sfeir set about creating a
work to express her delicate state of mind. It Cries Too
Loudly, is a dance film exploring the overlap between joy
and tragedy in her tumultuous home country and the
experience of being an emigre.”

01
a city written on this body?
03 PLACE/ isFibonacci

02
04

Director: Rosanna Terracciano
Canada 2021, 12:25

Director: Davey Bakker
Production: Davey Bakker, Élénie Wagner, Vivian Selman
Netherlands 2021 13’
“Naar het Blauw tells the story of a young couple, Lisa and
Sem, who are searching for a way to be together. Struggling
with the fears it entails and dreaming of an unfettered
existence full of old-fashioned romance.”

“A trilogy of cities with significant professional and
personal impact — Calgary, Napoli, Sevilla.”

Naar
It Cries
het Too
Blauw
Loudly
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Films
05

ECCE

Director: Fu Le
France, 2021 9’
“We spin around the night consumed by the fire.”

01
07

Fibonacci
The Escape

Director: Liudmila Komrakova
Production: Liudmila Komrakova
Russian Federation, 2020, 8:20
“The patient in an insane asylum is given an injection to
calm her down. She is left alone lying on the bed in a
straitjacket overwhelmed with her hallucinations and
memories. In the ward, another girl unexpectedly appears
trying to bring the first one to consciousness.”

06

Je parle

Director: Cai Glover, Damian Siqueiros
Production: Cai Glover
Canada, 2021 12’
“Je parle is an internalized discussion between an identified
self that sits unmistakably outside the supported hilltops of
an able majority and the voice that silences a plea for
recognition and existence. Can your actions be congruent
with your desires if you are situated in a formless space or
perhaps more literally a society that fails to acknowledge
your own borders and therefore the space you seek to
inhabit?”

02
08

It Cries
TA MARA
Too Loudly

Director: Iwona Pasińska
Production: Polish Dance Theatre
Poland 2020 10’
“TA MARA consists of two, polar opposite approaches to
imagery, that merge into an ambiguous yet enticing portrait
of a woman. On one side, TA MARA is overwhelmed by an
artistic frenzy that awakens her inner demon. On the other,
she is calm, frozen in a state of perpetual waiting. These
extremes, similar to the sides of Muskau Park, form one
single unity. The expressed movements of female dancers
from the Polish Dance Theater team reflect the elegance,
precision and figurality of Łempicka's paintings.”
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Films
09

Navigation

Director: Marlene Millar
Production: Marlene Millar, Sandy Silva
Canada 2020 14’
“Set in the spectacular Burren region of the west coast of
Ireland, Navigation explores the current humanitarian crisis of
displacement and dislocation that is experienced both
individually and collectively. Using the land itself to explore how
we navigate through unknown terrain, themes of survival and
perseverance, departure and renewal emerge in a nuanced and
layered interpretation of the migration experience. The rhythms,
movement, vocals and landscape define and embody this
exploration, featuring the performances of 10 dancers, singers
and a choir of 40 participants.”

01

Fibonacci
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Online Only / Program C
Honorable Mentions

Atena/Nets
Sebastienne
The Vahine
Nereid
Brimming
Under the Skin
A Dream of Touch
In Passe
Veiled
History of Them
The Winter Ghost
What Really Matters
12

Honorable Mentions
01

Films
2021

Atena/Nets

Director: Mark Freeman
Production: Mark Freeman
Ghana, 2019, 6:30
“ATENA/NETS is a site-specific contemporary dance set in
Jamestown, a traditional fishing community in Accra, the
capital of Ghana. Rising stars in Ghana’s dance community,
Julius Yaw Quansah and Sena Atsugah are enmeshed in the
challenges of daily life. Drawing from Ghanaian customs and
traditions, they cast a wide net, remaking their world.”

01
03

Fibonacci
The Vahine

Director: Camille Mỹ Giang
France, 2021, 15’
“A surprising and unconventional danced sign language
brings together a deaf boy and a Tahitian dancer through
an unexpected path of encounter.”

02

Sebastienne

Director: José Alberto Andrés Lacasta
Production: José Alberto Andrés Lacasta, Leonor
Villaluenga Peña
Spain, 2021, 13:29
“The arrival of a mysterious engraving about Martyrdom of
Saint Sebastian at the Historic Palace of the Aljafería
(Zaragoza) awakens the spirit of its old inquisitors, reviving
the invincible designs of guilt and desire.”

02
04

It Cries
Nereid
Too Loudly

Director: Villalba Clara, Caillat-Grenier Flore
Production: Compagnie Corps Itinérants
France, 2021, 7:40
“This short film reveals the encounter between a marine
entity and a man in search of the absolute. An abstract and
poetic tale in which the characters graze at the same time as
two worlds collide. The nymph of the oceans and the mortal
will tirelessly try, in a mad race punctuated by nature and a
mineral musicality, to communicate and to reveal themselves
intimately.”
13

Films
01
05

Fibonacci
Brimming

Director: Josh Martin
Production: Company 605
Canada, 2020, 15’
“Brimming is an investigation of the body as a container: a
rigid frame and filled and then emptied, holding in and
concealing its stored inner contents. A performer trapped
inside himself, the dance is a meeting of both the seen and
unseen – the invisible contents that slosh up against the
sides, pushing against the outer surface from beneath, and
occasionally leaking under its pressure. Brimming explores
this shape we are in, how it’s holding us, and what might
eventually spill out when the walls begin to bend.”

07

A Dream of Touch When Touch is Gone

Director: Carl Flink
Production: Crystal Edwards
United States, 2021, 8’
“A dream, a vision told through movement of falling into
the COVID reality and dreaming of the moment we emerge
back to physical touch as an essential need of our society
and humanity.”

01
06

Fibonacci
Under
the skin

Director: Carmen Porras
Production: Nido Producciones
Spain, 2021, 15’
“Under the skin links sensations that take Eva to the
abyssal of its entrails, like those luminous beings that live
under the deep water. Everyday it’s a dance, the routine
stop being and the gesture makes it ritual. Time and
space transformed and Eva travels to the roads and
memories that the body inhabits.”

08

In-passe

Director: Claudio Machado , Henrique Filho
Production: Ramona Gayão
Brazil, 2021, 30’
“Through the memories of a performance created
collectively in the past, where they danced together on
stilts with the sea as stage, four artists reconnect despite
the distance and social isolation during the pandemic
between 2020 and 2021. Now, from self- reports
constructed by the relationship of their bodies at home, on
the same stilts, they present diﬀerent experiences and
perspectives caused by confinement.”
14

Films
02
09

It CriesVeiled
Too Loudly

Director: Lindsay Clipner
Production: Lindsay Clipner
United States, 2021 4’
“Our life is a canvas. Our brushstrokes attempt to illuminate
that canvas and are experiments between our emotional
landscape & behaviors with our ideas, fears, chances, grief,
dreams, projections, memories, ego, love. Only when we are
removed from the canvas, can we unveil where our behavior
& emotions play with the outcome of the latter.”

11

The Winter Ghost

Director: Mark Esper
Production: Mark Esper, Katja Vaghi
Germany, 2021, 11:40
“A house spirit appears inside an empty living space after it
has been been vacated. However, it's not only the building's
memories that she has for company…”

10

History of them

Director: Yann Marquis
Production: Cie Itinerrances
France, 12:40
“Chronicle of an encounter, History of them explores the
links between dance and text. It is a loving face-to-face
between dream and reality, from which emerges the
imminence of an encounter.”

12

What really Matters

Director: Julie Magneville, Audrey Biche
Production: Bénédicte Charpiat
France, 2021, 7:40
“In the beginning the mother carries the child and along
the way it is possible that this pattern is reversed. The
child who has become an adult will bear his mother. In the
word porter we can read: guide, incite, support,
encourage, accompany. To this we can add: Respect.
Watch. Like. It's a movie without words. The bodies will be
the vector of history.”
15
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Director Biography

Hazel González Araya.
Esteban Richmond.

A

Hazel González Araya completed her dance studies at the Castella
Conservatory, in San José, Costa Rica, where she graduated with a
Diploma in Dance in 1986. In 1988 she entered the University Dance
Aspirants Program at the University of Costa Rica, and since 1990 she has
worked as a full-time dancer. In November 2010, she assumed the position
of Director of University Dance, a position she has held to date.
González began her first foray as a choreographer in 2001, thus initiating a
choreographic production that has already earned her two National
Choreography Awards.

Startle

Teresa Sala. Ilaria Vergani Bassi.
Gabriel Beddoes. Mattia Parisotto.

Ben

BEN unites four authors from diﬀerent contexts and backgrounds in a form
of equal collaboration. The film is an original production of Associazione
COORPI , within the artistic residence "Film in 4D - Seeing music, dancing
images", curated by Rosa Canosa, with the mentorship of Helena
Jonsdottir. The starting point was the famous film by Dziga Vertov "The man
with the camera" (1929), a 20th century manifesto, on which we asked
ourselves to develop a viable means of communication, using diﬀerent
languages explorable in the film medium. The answer was the attempt to
draft a modern-day citizen manifesto, not shouted to the public, but based
on a subtle dialogue with the most intimate part of the viewer, which could
motivate and encourage a change, a revolution of attention towards the
subject through a logical and emotional journey. All while maintaining an
experimentation approach, in which the result is proposed in three diﬀerent
versions: wetsuit, with only diegetic sounds and an immersive sound
processing.
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Director Biography
Annika Glac.
Marcus Struzina.

Memory House

Maksym Kotskyi.

A

Annika Glac and Marcus Struzina have been working as a
filmmaking team for the last ten years and formed Glass Kingdom film
production company. After Annika’s time at the VCA and Rusden she
created six theatre productions which won several awards and
inspired her to direct her first short dance film The Kiss based on
Gustav Klimt's painting. The film premiered at the International
Biennale of Films on Art Centre George Pompidou and had Australian
and US distribution. Marcus Struzina first studied Painting and
Photography at the Canberra School of Art and Photography at RMIT
Melbourne. As a cinematographer, he has worked on countless short
films which have received awards around the world. Their first feature
film collaborations was Annika's debut feature BELLADONNA a Co Production between Australia and Poland. The film participated in
Shanghai Film Festival, Oﬀ Camera Film Festival, Cannes Film
Festival, Indian International Film festival and saw a theatrical Release
in 2010. In 2014 they completed their second feature film, which
Annika wrote and directed and Marcus shot and produced. BUNNY
won the Jury Prize at the Cannes film festival Cinephiles section. The
film was sold throughout Europe ( Canal+) and released on ITUNES
and Vimeo. They are currently in pre production on RADIANT a film
about Marie Curie.

Maksym Kotskyi was a student of the Ukrainian Film School.
He was choreographer for "Apache Crew” and finalist of the international
festival of experimental dance Open Your Mind 2017, 2018. He showcased
a personal exhibition in the independent gallery of modern art "Spichka" in
2017 as well as a group exhibition,”Krepatura”, in Berlin, Germany in 2018.
He is was also the director of "The evening of performative art" in Moscow
in 2018.

Fauteuil Lit
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Director Biography
Andrea Boll

Downriver

Marie France Forcier

A

Andrea Boll creates dance films (bollwerkfilm), dance pieces for the stage
and site-specific formats in public spaces and nature (bollwerk). She is based
in Zurich and works internationally as dance film maker, choreographer, dance
teacher and is initiator and artistic director of the Swiss dance film festival
DANCE ON
SCREEN. She was artistic director, choreographer and dancer from the Hans
Hof Ensemble, based in the Netherlands. With this collective and later with
bollwerk she created numerous internationally successful pieces and movies
and was awarded with several prizes (a.o. the Dutch choreography price, Best
Of Festival, Dance On Camera, New York and Czech Crystal Prize of Golden
Pargue). From 2011 - 2014 she was artistic director of Tanzhaus Zürich and
founded Tanzhaus Young. Her newest film DOWNRIVER came out in 2020
and DOWNHILL in 2018, both produced by unico film Zurich and coproduced by CinedansFEST Amsterdam.

Marie France Forcier is a Canadian choreographer, performer, writer and
pedagogue of contemporary dance forms. Through studio research, public
performances, publications and community initiatives, she predominantly
engages with the intersection between trauma studies, somatic practices and
choreography. Over the past 15 years, her body of creative work has been
presented on platforms spanning little-known urban sites to dance-dedicated
proscenium spaces across North America, Europe and Asia. In collaborative
artistic capacities, she has performed in disciplines ranging from to family
theatricals to contemporary dance, to performance art to aerial circus; touring
extensively on four continents. Having received her conservatory training from
the School of Toronto Dance Theatre and her Masters of Fine Arts from York
University, she currently holds a full time faculty position at the University of
Calgary in the School of Creative and Performing Arts. She splits her time
between Toronto, Montréal and Calgary with her two young sons.

Cristina Hall, Daniel N. Buxton

Unheeded
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Director Biography
Jules Rosskam

Dance, Dance, Evolution
Carl Olsson, Fabio Liberti

A

Jules Rosskam is an award-winning filmmaker, educator and interdisciplinary
artist interested in liminal spaces: the space between male and female,
between documentary and fiction, between moving image and still. His
interdisciplinary practice works to
induce a perceptual shift in our understanding of how and what bodies mean in
the context of documentary film, toward an apprehension of multiplicities. He is
the director, producer, and editor of transparent (2005), against a trans narrative
(2009), Thick Relations (2012), Something to Cry About (2018), and Paternal
Rites (2018).
Recent screenings include the Museum of Modern Art, the Museum of Fine Art
Boston, the British Film Institute, Arsenal Berlin, Hallwalls Contemporary Art
Center, and the Queens Museum of Art. Recent residencies include Marble
House Project, PLAYA, ACRE, Yaddo, and ISSUE Project Room. Rosskam
holds an MFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago (Film, Video, New
Media, 2008). He is currently Assistant Professor of Visual Arts at University of
Maryland Baltimore County.
Fabio Fabio Liberti is an italian choreographer who graduated from Codarts,
Rotterdam. His work received several prizes in Holland, Germany, Denmark,
Poland and North Macedonia and has been performed at numerous venues and
festivals in Europe and at the main Danish Contemporary Art Museums.
Carl Carl Olsson was born in 1984 in Kalmar, Sweden. He lives in Copenhagen
where he graduated from The National Film School of Denmark in 2013. His first
feature documentary, PATRIMONIUM, premiered at Gothenburg in 2019, and
was awarded for “Artistic Excellence” at the Moscow International Film Festival.

DON’T, KISS .mov
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Director Biography
Leva Bračiulytė. Analisa
Murray. David Comeaux.

A

We're just a group of three friends, who are grateful to use this
opportunity to explore a new medium to us. Dance through film has a
diﬀerent language and methodology than dance on stage, and
exploring and learning that language is both a huge challenge and
completely fascinating.

Finding Us // Again

Or Meir Schraiber.
Treyden Chiaravalloti.

Fu LE

As It Ends, It Begins

Or Schraiber was born in 1992 in the city of Jerusalem, where he
studied at the Jerusalem Academy of Music and Dance. In 2010 Or
joined the Batsheva Dance Company, in which he danced for seven
years. In parallel to his time in the company, he served at the IDF for
three years. In 2017, Or moved to New York City to study acting at the
Stella Adler Studio. In 2019, he starred in and co-choreographed Boaz
Yakin’s feature film ‘AVIVA.’ Later that year, Played ‘Thaddeus’ in
Terrence Malick’s ‘The Way Of The Wind’; the same year, he joined the
national tour of the Broadway production - ‘The Band’s Visit’. In 2020,
He created five short dance film portraits commissioned by the ‘Corpus
Dance Company’ in collaboration with Bobbi Jene Smith. Later that
year, collaborated with Bobbi once more and created ‘Solo At Dusk’, a
live piece commissioned by the Los Angeles Dance Project. Throughout the years, directed several short films that were presented by film
festivals all over the world. Or is a core member of the American Modern
Opera Company, and a certified ‘Gaga’ teacher.
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Director Biography

Tomáš Hubáček.

B

Tomas is a director and musician based in West Carpathians. He
studied film directing at Tomas Bata University (CZ). After a
decade of composing music for feature documentaries, TV
series and animated shorts, Fibonacci is his first short film as a
director. Currently Tomas is developing his first fiction feature
called „Wirbel“– a mystery drama dealing with man-landscape
relation.

Fibonacci

Dolly Sfeir.

It Cries Too Loudly

Choreographer and film director Dolly Sfeir grew up in Lebanon and moved
with her family to the United States at the age of eighteen. The move changed
her life and defined her creative process, driving her to explore the contrast
between her homeland and adopted country through dance.
Hailed for her “stunning work” (Palm Springs Desert Sun), Sfeir probes the
instability and social angst of contemporary life through a fantastical and
cinematic lens. She was the 2019 Grand Prize recipient of the Palm Desert
Choreography Competition at the McCallum Theatre in Palm Springs, Calif.
She received a choreographic fellowship from Jacob’s Pillow in 2019, and was
an artist-in-residence for the Abingdon Theatre Company in New York. In that
role, she is developing several short films and a full-length work set to the
music of Duke Ellington. Additionally, she has been oﬀered a residency with
CUNY Dance Initiative to develop a full-length work, to be premiered postpandemic.
Sfeir’s two most recent works, “it will happen again tonight.” and “hi are you
like me,” were commissioned by Mare Nostrum Elements in New York. These
works have since been performed at the 2020 Battery Dance Festival, the
Dance Gallery Festival at Alvin Ailey City Theater, and the Nuvu Festival. Her
work has also been presented at the Diavolo Dance Theater in Los Angeles.
She is a graduate of CSU Long Beach, where she was awarded a College of
the Arts Scholarship and received a BFA in Dance.
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Director Biography
Rosanna Terracciano.

PLACE/ is a city written on
this body?

Davey Bakker.

Naar het Blauw

B

Rosanna Terracciano experiments within and around the boundaries of
flamenco, dance, contemporary performance and short film, driven by an
urgency to expose the vulnerable and introverted aspects of flamenco dance.
Her solo performance works and short films have been presented throughout
Canada and Europe, including: performances at the Bienal de Flamenco
Flamenco en Espacios Singulares (Sevilla; 2014), Coetáni Experimental
Flamenco Festival (Athens; 2015), Flamenco Empirico (Barcelona; 2011,
2012), Expanse Festival (Edmonton), Fluid Festival (Calgary) and an intimate
self-produced studio tour to Berlin, London and Vienna in 2017; and film
screenings at the Âjagemô art space at the Canada Council for the Arts
(Ottawa), Reeling Dance on Screen (Edmonton), Prairie Tales (Alberta), Gallery
of Alberta Media Arts (Calgary), Festival of Recorded Movement's Moving/
Forward (Canada tour), Festival of Flamenco Short Films (Madrid/Brazil) and
Athens Video Dance Project (Greece). In 2019, she collaborated with Spain’s
Juan Carlos Lérida in residencies and performances at the Dusseldorf
Flamenco Festival and Barcelona’s Mercat de les Flors. In 2018, she created
t h e o n g o i n g o n l i n e s h o r t fi l m p r o j e c t , a q u i e t fl a m e n c o
(www.aquietflamenco.com). She is Associate Artist at Dancers’ Studio West
(Calgary) for the 2020-2022 seasons and is the 2017 recipient of the
Jacqueline Lemieux Prize for dance from the Canada Council for the Arts.

In 2016 choreographer/filmmaker Davey Bakker and singer/composer Élénie
Wagner met as performers at the internationally known company Club Guy &
Roni. In the years that followed, we built on the possibility of making
independent, interdisciplinary work. In 2017, outside the incentives of the
crowded mass, we opened an artist house in the North of the Netherlands.
Since the establishment of the incubator, we have realized various large-scale
multidisciplinary projects, including the film-concert Zuhause 2.0 (2017) in
collaboration with local refugee centers, the location performance Don't
forget to die, inspired by the work of Harmony Korine (2018) and the
groundbreaking music project Eliën (2019/2020) in collaboration with the
North Netherlands Symphony Orchestra. For our last project Eliën we traveled
across Europe for three months and visited fringe groups, such as the refugee
camps in Greece, suppressed activist groups in Romania and the Sami
population in Norway. During the road trip, Élénie composed her first pop
album under the stage name Eliën. In collaboration with musicians,
filmmakers and lighting designers, we created an interactive show that
premiered in 2020. The visual aspect always takes the lead in our hybrid
projects. We get inspired by our surroundings and transform what we see,
hear and feel into a very personal alternate world for our audience; a world
led by dance and music. Presenting our work through film gives us the
chance to literally zoom in on the role of contemporary dance on the screen;
We’re telling stories via instinctive gestures, focussing on the tension of
certain muscles and creating a natural breathing flow while making the movie.
We combine this with music that always balances between cinematografic
soundworlds, catchy pop tunes and raw poetry. In 2021, in the middle of a
pandemic cultural landscape, we created our music-dance film Naar het
Blauw (Into the Blue) to empower our Generation Y, seeking aﬀection in a
mad world.
23

Director Biography
Fu Le.

B

Fu LE is an award winning filmmaker and choreographer in the Tetrapode
dance company in France. Graduated in sculpture at the Art Crafts National
School in Paris, he then trained in physical theater and in contemporary
dance in South America and Europe. He pursued recently his research in
Taiwan, questioning social issues linked with urbanization. He is now evolving
on the edge between dance, sculpture and video, and brings visual arts to the
intimacy of bodily sensations. His cinematographic approach is actually
based on single shot practice, and how to manage the choreography of the
camera itself.

ECCE
Cai Glover. Damian Siqueiros.

In an ever-going discovery and study of dance, Cai Glover has been training,
performing and creating in the art form for 25 years. For the past 10 years Cai
has worked as a dance interpreter for Cas Public and has been a part of 8
creations for the company. Most recently, Cai has been working as a
choreographer as well, for Cas Public and for his own company, A Fichu
Turning. Cai has had the great privilege, over the course of his career, of
working with creators Helene Blackburn, John McFall, Simone Orlando, Lauri
Stallings, Edgar Zendejas, Mathieu Murphy-Perron and many others. He
never tires of the search in finding ways to aﬀect audiences through this art
form and to appeal to the varied and countless emotional experiences of the
human being. As a hard of hearing artist, hearing diﬀerently has become a
driving force of his artistry and originality as a mover, interpreter and
choreographer.

Cristina Hall, Daniel N. Buxton

Je parle
Liudmila Komrakova.

Coming late into filmmaking, Liudmila created several screendance films.
Firstly the main idea was to promote tango as a modern dance, not
something outdated. This film is the mix of tango and modern choreography.
The main aim of the films we create is to promote dance as something
meaningful to the broader audience, to create a possibility for dancers and
filmmakers to step out of their everyday life and to create something new
combining the best of each of them

Cristina Hall, Daniel N. Buxton

The Escape
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Iwona Pasińska.

B

Iwona Pasińska is a choreographer, movement dramatist, theatre theorist,
artistic director of Movements Factory and founder of the Movements Factory
Foundation. In 1997 Pasińska became the principal dancer of the Polish
Dance Theatre. Since 2010 she has been collaborating as choreographer or
movement dramaturge with dramatic theatres, operas and alternative
theatres. She graduated from theatre theory at the Adam Mickiewicz
University, where she also did her PhD. In 2016 she has become the Director
of the Polish Dance Theatre.

TA MARA

Marlene Millar.

Filmmaker Marlene Millar has created dance, documentary and experimental
media productions since 1989. She earned her BFA in Film Production at
Concordia University in Montreal, pursued graduate filmmaking studies at the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago, and received a Pew Dance Media
Fellowship at the University of California, Los Angeles. Marlene co-founded
the production company Mouvement Perpétuel with Philip Szporer in 2001,
co-creating internationally acclaimed arts documentaries, dance films and
installations.
Marlene has directed and co-produced 6 short films, including NAVIGATION,
in the Migration Dance Film Project (MDFP) series, winner of over twenty-five
international awards and prizes. MDFP was established by choreographer,
composer and producer Sandy Silva and Millar in 2014.
Marlene's 30 years of media arts practice was recently recognizing in a 5month solo exhibition at Threshold artspace (Perth, UK).
Marlene is committed to supporting the creative practice of independent
filmmaking, mentoring emerging artists and teaching workshops across
Canada and internationally.

Cristina Hall, Daniel N. Buxton
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Mark Freeman.

Mark works internationally to bring the work of extraordinary choreographers
and dancers to new audiences.
He has worked with dancers in Indonesia, South Africa, Ghana and the U.S.
He believes that Screendance creates original work that can presented in no
other way.

José Alberto Andrés Lacasta.

José is a Doctor in Legal Sociology from Zaragoza’s university. He also has
his Bachelor of Labor Sciences, Cinematographic Script Master, degree in
drawing, engraving, and video art. Since completing his studies at the
Professional School of Fine Arts, he has combined graphic work in traditional
technique with the continuous incorporation of image, audiovisual, and video
installations. He has spent a good part of his career as a scriptwriter and
script reviewer, producer, and director.

Cristina Hall, Daniel N. Buxton

Sebastienne
Camille Mỹ Giang.

The Vahine

Camille Mỹ Giang is a young French-Vietnamese storyteller, born and raised
between the vineyards of central France and the community of former SouthVietnamese political refugees of the Parisian suburbs. This particular
upbringing led her to dedicate her lifework to telling stories enabling people to
see the world through a diﬀerent set of eyes.
After months working in Film Distribution for EuropaCorp in Paris, Camille
moves to London to enroll in Art School. In England, she becomes a
screenwriter and begins to work as a Content Consultant for Global Gate
Entertainment while developing her own personal stories. Aside with her
script-doctor activity, Camille co-founds 'Indigo Magazine’ (a printed medium
for the new voices of the Southeast Asian arts scene) and explores the
storytelling crafts of the Great Pacific Islands. Today she spreads her time in
between France, the UK, and various other places of the world, as she
collects bits and pieces to enrich her already plural creative canvas. 'The
Vahine' is her first film as a writer-director.

Cristina Hall, Daniel N. Buxton
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Clara Villalba.
Flore Caillat-Grenier.

After working for Nederlands Dans Theater 2 for 3 years and 1 year for Hofesh
Shechter Company, I started to make my company in south of France.
Making this movie is a challenge and a very enriching adventure. Building and
living with a team, working full on during a week. To explore diﬀerent places
than studios and theatres, but being surrounding by full nature and a house in
the middle of 33 hectares. I wanted to approach the body from a diﬀerent
perspective and accomplish the essence of how the nature of music can
support image and body language.

Cristina Hall, Daniel N. Buxton

Nereid

Josh Martin.

Brimming

Originally from Alberta, Canada, Josh Martin is dance maker/performer who
now lives and works in Vancouver, on the traditional, ancestral and unceded
territories of the Coast Salish Peoples. Inspired by the merging of urban and
contemporary forms, he received his diverse training across North America
and Europe, studying in many genres. In his ongoing career as an interpreter
and collaborator, he has worked with many dance companies and
independent choreographers such as: Justine A. Chambers, Dana Gingras
(Animals of Distinction), Wen Wei Wang (Wen Wei Dance), Tiﬀany Tregarthen
and David Raymond (Out Innerspace Dance Theatre), Amber Funk Barton,
Serge Bennathan (Les Productions Figlio), Vanessa Goodman (Action at a
Distance), Karen Jamieson, Helen Walkley, and as a past company member of
Le Groupe Dance Lab in Ottawa under the direction of Peter Boneham. In his
own choreographic practice, Josh’s independent work has been presented all
across Canada as well as in the USA, Costa Rica, Japan, Singapore, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, China, Hungary, and throughout Germany. He has created
multiple commissioned works for other companies and artists, and postsecondary schools. For over 10 years, Josh has been an Artistic Co-Director
of Company 605, a Vancouver-based arts organization creating and
producing new works through a collaborative process, regularly touring its
expanding repertoire throughout Canada and Internationally. Oﬀ the stage, he
has served as Vice-Chair of The Dance Centre’s Board of Directors and as
Past Chair of Canadian Alliance of Dance Artists. Josh is an Emerging Artist
recipient of the Vancouver Mayor’s Arts Awards
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Carmen Porras.

Carmen Porras was born in Granada, Spain. She is a choreographer and
contemporary dancer. She is founder of the Asociación Artes Sanas en
Movimiento y and co-founder of Nido Producciones.

Under the Skin

Carl Flink.

Carl Flink is the founder and artistic director of the United States based
dance company Black Label Movement (Minneapolis, MN) and the Nadine
Jette Sween Professor of Dance and Director of Dance at the University of
Minnesota – Twin Cities. Featured in Dance Magazine's January 2014 issue,
Flink’s dancemaking is noted for its intense athleticism and physical risk
taking, compositional intelligence and humanistic themes as a contemporary
choreographer for both concert dance and theater.
His commissions and invited presentations include the American Dance
Festival (Durham, NC), Bates Dance Festival (Lewiston, ME), The Minnesota
Orchestra, VocalEssence (Minneapolis, MN), MADCO (St. Louis, MO),
University of Florida Performing Arts (Gainesville, FL), Same Planet Diﬀerent
World (Chicago, IL), Urbanity Dance (Boston, MA), The Cowles Center for
Dance (Minneapolis, MN), University of Utah (Salt Lake City, UT), Company C
(San Francisco, CA), James Sewell Ballet (Minneapolis, MN). His work has
been set on dance programs across the United States, such as Stanford
University, University of Illinois, University of Iowa, Brigham Young University,
University of North Texas, Mount Holyoke College and Utah Valley State
University.

Cristina Hall, Daniel N. Buxton

A Dream of Touch
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Claudio Machado.
Henrique Filho.

In-passe

Lindsay Clipner.

Spanish-Brazilian company based in Barcelona, dedicated to artistic and
cultural creations and productions formed in 2016 by Clara García Espada
and Claudio Machado. We create using multiple artistic languages and
stimulate artistic mobility. The interest in the realization of diﬀerent kind of
actions in the cultural field is what link us together and moves us, to create by
exploring diﬀerent languages like dance, theater, circus, music and visual arts,
as well as developing and promoting cultural actions or exchange projects,
such as festivals, workshops and socio-cultural venues. Some of the latest
works: Don’t Leave (2016) with Lucas Tanajura and directed by Aleksandra
Scibor (PL); Porto Brasil (2017) in collaboration with antagon theaterAKTion,
an annual Brazilian’s art and culture venue within the program of
Sommerwerft Internationales Theater Festival am Fluss (DE); Jo (2018), solo in
process with Clara Garcia and directed by Claudio Machado, Ex-passo (2018)
performance with João Rafael Neto and Matias Santiago; DançaNaJam
(2018) in collaboration with Huol Criações, producer of JamNoMAM,
Caetanear project and the resulting show Velôsidades (2019) together with
Território Sirius, Voo Audiovisual, Digital Films and Multi Planejamento
Cultural, Allein (2020) a dance-theater duet and In-passe (2021) an
experimental dance short film created during quarantine.

Lindsay Clipner is a Producer, Photographer & former dancer.
With a background in fashion & commercial photo & film production, she
captures for GYPSY Creative, and formerly Producer of Sandbox Studio in SF.
She has travelled internationally as a digital tech with Patrick Demarchelier
and served as film production coordinator for Stephane Sednaoui (videos
REM, Bjork, U2, RHCP) where she choreographed and performed for Vogue
Italia. She has been a part of productions for Vogue, Glamour, RH, Google,
GAP, Kodak, ESQUIRE, TARGET, Cover Girl, Vanity Fair, Miramax & Turner
Broadcast, Palm Pictures, among many others. She's been on productions
with Bono, Susan Sarandon, Giselle, Sarah Jessica Parker, Steven Colbert
and other colorful artists. Lindsay co-produced a comedy pilot with Reggie
Watts & Tommy Smith for Turner Broadcast called Zip Kodes. She was cast in
the first Sex & the City movie alongside Demarchelier in the wedding scene.
She works with stunning dancers from Ailey, Parsons, Julliard, and captures
for Owen Cox Dance Company, among other dance communities.
She majored in modern dance/ballet & photography at Grand Valley State
University - mentored by Lisa Belrose & Linda Graham, as well at the Merce
Cunningham Institute in New York, ADF at Duke University, SEAD
Experimental Dance in Salzburg, Austria. New York studios include Broadway
Dance Center, The Ailey School, Martha Graham Studio, City Center Studios.
She has been selected for choreographic intensives & ensembles with some
of the greatest : Twyla Tharp, Nicholas Leichter & Kraig Bopi Patterson of
Mark Morris Dance Theatre. She taught at Marin School of the Arts & RoCo
Dance in the SF Bay Area and is the Artistic Director of RISE Arts Academy
(NY, SF, KC).

Cristina Hall, Daniel N. Buxton
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Yann Marquis

Director, author, producer and video scenographer, Yann Marquis
collaborates with diﬀerent music labels in the production and direction of
music videos. He works as a video scenographer with several dance
companies, and directs advertising films. He also makes his own short films,
which are selected and awarded at various festivals in France and abroad.

History of Them

Mark Esper

Born in Maidenhead in the UK, Mark Esper left Oxford to study film and
narrative structure with the London Screenwriters’ Workshop and later
worked as a freelance multi-media designer.
However, through his love of extreme sports he picked up photography again
and since become more widely known as a freelance photographer. Since
joining New York based photo agency Polaris Images his photos have been
published in titles like National Geographic Traveller, Rolling Stone, Der
Spiegel and The Guardian newspaper amongst others.

Cristina Hall, Daniel N. Buxton

The Winter Ghost
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Julie Magneville.
Audrey Biche.

What really Matters

Julie Magneville is a performer, director, and choreographer. She is
graduated from ESDC Rosella Hightower, the CNSMD Lyon in Contemporary
section as well as The Ailey School. She participates in intensive sessions
with choreographers Wim Vandekeybus, Ohad Naharin, Shiro Daimon, David
Hayo, Anouk Van Djick. She has worked with many choreographers: Donald
MacKayle, Matt Mattox,, Larrio Ekson, Jacqueline Bugglisi, Guillaume Bordier,
Bruno Agati, Lionel Hun, Wilfride Piollet, Mickael Marso Riviere.
Through Spring Board Montreal Project, she collaborated with Margie Gillis,
David Earle, La Compagnie Flak, O Vertigo, Victor Quijadas,
Gregory Dolbashian and performed in Crystal Pite’s Expectico for « Les
Ballets Jazz de Montréal. She was a soloist in Rick Odum’s Dance Company
and performed in the world acclaimed Musical « Tarzan » choreographed by
Sergio Trujillo and composed by Phil Collins.
She collaborates with artists from diﬀerent fields such as: The Taiwanese
visual/media artist Ivan Liu, the French interdisciplinary artist Laurent
Barnavon, the Canadian Jeremy Bailey. She staged and choreographed "The
words and rhythms of desire" of Alain Héril for The TEDX. She has been
choreographer for SYTYCD and So We Dance. Her first short-film "IN
MEMORIUM" has been awarded " Best Choice Audience" at Sans Souci
Festival of Dance Cinema, Best Dance Choreography at Oniros Film Awards.
She is involved as dancer in "Phantom Limbs" the new creation of Cie
Decalage, in collaboration with Théâtre National de Chaillot, Choreodrome
London and Art Council England. She creates the World Tour's show of the
acclaimed and singular pop-alternative singer SEVDALIZA, The Great Hope
Design, and ADE Performance in Amsterdam with RedbullMusic. She
choreographed The Opening Ceremony of African Games and stages
FrenchDeal runway for the PARIS FASHION WEEK.
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Chris Solek

Producer, Co-Founder
and President
Film Polska, Poland

Chris Solek is co-founder, producer and president of Film Polska
Productions, Choice Talents, Warrior Bear Productions and Arbor
Films. A graduate of the State Ballet School in Bytom, Rudra Bejart and
the National Holistic Institute in the USA, where he was educated as a
dancer and therapist. He has collaborated with the most outstanding
choreographers around the world; from Silesian Dance Theater, Bejart
Ballet Lausanne, Thor Co, through the Batsheva Dance Company and
Joanne Leighton Co. Founder and producer at Film Polska Productions
- a leading Polish company operating in the film production industry for
foreign productions. Producer of "Legacy of Lies", co-producer of "The
last witness" "My Home India" and several documentaries and short
films. Producer of advertising films for international clients and agencies.
He is the originator of cooperation between Poland and the Far East in
the field of film production and the exchange of artistic experiences
between Europe and the rest of the world, through his talent agency
MChoice Talents.

Melissa Monteros
Mark Freeman

Mark Freeman is a professor emeritus of Television, Film and New
Media at San Diego State University. He has produced and
directed, written and edited programs for broadcast on public
television. Freeman's films have won numerous awards. They have
screened at museums including the Museo do Oriente (Lisbon),
Weltmuseum (Vienna), Hong-Gah Museum (Taipei), Smithsonian
Institute's National Museum of Natural History, the American Museum
of Natural History and the Museum of Modern Art (NY).

Filmmaker, Professor Emeritus
San Diego State University
USA
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Wojciech Mochniej

Wojciech Mochniej is a dancer, choreographer, video artist, producer and
teacher. Since 1994 he has been co-founder and co-artistic director of W&M
Physical Theater with Melissa Monteros, and since 2007, also the Artistic
Director of W&M Dance Projects. He has been a full-time dance faculty
member at the University of Calgary for almost 25 years. With Melissa
Monteros, he co-founded the Wilddogs International Screendance Festival
which is presented in 3 locations across Canada and the USA. He was an
original member of Silesian Dance Theater, Poland (1991-1994). He has been
an artist in residence for the Bruckner Conservatory, Austria, and for many
festivals in Poland and abroad. He created work for 'So You Think You Can
Dance' Poland. In Calgary, he was a member of Theater Junction's Resident
Company of Artists based at The GRAND. Mochniej was recently a jury
member for the Short Waves Festival 2021, Dance and the Camera section.

Artistic Director,
Co-Founder
WildDogs Festival
Canada/Poland
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Melissa Monteros

Co-Founder,
Executive Director
Wilddogs Festival

Tessa Leier

Melissa Monteros is a choreographer, director, and performer. She is
Artistic Director of W&M Physical Theatre, Board President of W&M
Dance Projects, and a lifelong devotee of film, music, poetry and the
performing and visual arts. She has been a production assistant at Eye
on Dance in NYC, a performer for numerous MTV videos and taught
Screendance at the University of Calgary for more than a decade.
Monteros did her first course in experimental film at UCLA in 1989 and
continued to explore and create screendance throughout her career. She
has many years experience in dance design and production and teaches
in that area both as university level course, and as a specialized
workshop for artists. She has been on juries for the Alberta Foundation
for the Arts, the Canada Council and for many dance festivals
throughout Poland.
As a choreographer, she has an international
reputation and her work has been presented in Austria, Italy, Finland,
France, Germany, Lithuania, Poland, Sweden, as well as in North
America.

Tessa Leier is a Canadian filmmaker, dance artist, and marketing
strategist based out of London, England. Tessa completed a Bachelor of
Arts in Dance and a Bachelor of Commerce in Business Analytics at the
University of Calgary in 2020. Currently, she is pursuing her Masters of
Arts degree in Filmmaking at Raindance Film School. She also works
with W&M Dance Projects of Calgary and Vendasta Technologies as a
communication and marketing specialist with the goal of helping local
and international artists’ and entrepreneurs’ voices to be heard.

Artistic Associate

Zoe Abrigo

Zoe Abrigo is a Canadian-American dance artist, choreographer, and
filmmaker currently based in London, U.K. She holds her BFA in Dance,
with honors, from the University of Calgary and is pursuing her Masters
in Filmmaking at the Raindance Film School. Zoe has studied
internationally with esteemed dance companies: Nederlands Dans
Theater (NL), Hofesh Shechter (UK), Rosas (BE), Peggy Baker Dance
Projects (CAN), and Ballet Jazz de Montreal (CAN). Zoe is also a guest
dance instructor at Mid Pacific Institute’s School of Creative &
Performing Arts in Honolulu, where she pioneers a Screendance course
for dance certificate high school students. In her artistic work, Zoe
draws creative inspiration from her multi-cultural upbringing in Hawai’i,
and uses her artistic voice to campaign for people, particularly women,
through a cross-cultural, cross-disciplinary perspective.

Artistic Associate
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